PUBLICATIONS of R.L. TINSLEY

Books:


Consultant Reports


Tinsley, R.L. 2007. Irrigation, Water Management & Soil Reclamation, Inma Agribusiness Program, USAID Contract #267-C-00-07-00500-00. The Louis Berger Group, and ARD.
  a. The Subtleties & Practicalities of Irrigation in the U.S. as it Applies to Assisting Developing Countries Like Iraq Improve Their Irrigation Practices
  b. Irrigation Renovation & Soil Reclamation Priorities for Inma
  c. Google Earth Evaluation of the Prospective Habbaniyah Irrigation Command Area
  d. Practical Considerations for Promoting Drip Irrigation.

Tinsley, R.L. 2008, Improving Fertilization & Irrigation for Rice Production, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, ACDI/VOCA Farmer to Farmer Program, February - March

Tinsley, R.L. 2008, Improving Irrigation & Rice Production, Lwoba Farm, Mbale, Uganda, ACDI/VOCA Farmer to Farmer Program, May – June


Tinsley, R.L. 2009, Post Harvest Handling & Seed Quality Evaluation for Selected Value Chain Commodities in Nigeria, CNFA - WASA

Tinsley, R.L. 2009, Increasing Rice Productivity for the Kpong Irrigation Project, Akusa – Asutsuare, Ghana, ACDI/VOCA Farmer to Farmer Program, October - November

Tinsley, R.L. 2009, Assessing the Soybean Value Chain Analysis in Kenya, CNFA Farmer to Farmer Program, November – December

Proceedings of Workshops, Conferences, & Symposiums:


Journals:


Tinsley, R.L., L.W. Zelany, & H.L. Poponoe. The Effect of Colloidal Mineralogy on Acidic Properties of Selected Acid Tropical Soils from Viet Nam. Accepted by SSSAJ.


**International Rice Research Institute - Internal Publications:**


**Egypt Water Use & Management Project - Internal Publications**:


---

1 Includes papers in which I provided substantial inputs as a Technical Adviser but refrained to be included as an author in order to better promote the accomplishments of my host associates, or for the expedience of the projects organization.


**Water Management Synthesis II Project Reports**


R. Tinsley - Introduction to Agronomy Evaluations

R. Tinsley and M.K. Lowdermilk - Cropping System Identification and Evaluation

R. Tinsley - Crop Management

R. Tinsley - Soil Contributions to Diagnostic Analysis of Irrigated Farming Systems

L. Nelson and R. Tinsley - Soil Texture Determinations


R. Tinsley - Available Soil Water

R. Tinsley - Infiltration Rates

R. Tinsley and L. Nelson - Soil Chemical Determinations
Papers Prepared under the Malawi Agricultural Research and Extension Project (MARE).

Papers Presented at Regional Workshops and Seminars:


Papers Representing the Adaptive Research Program


Papers on Subjects other than the Adaptive Research Program


Report on Ground Water Quality

Egypt/IRRI Project Reports


**Madibira Smallholder Agriculture Development Project**


